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SUMMARY 
 
In this paper author gives the overview how the public and media were participated to the 
compiling the punishment law of Estonia. The paper includes the process starting from the 
agenda setting and rise of the need the law in 1995 until the implementation phase 2002. 

The paper includes two parts: 

First part gives the theoretical background about the so-called ideal legislation process. Using 
the OECD guidelines and other materials gives author the step-by-step description how to 
make a good law stressing the importance of public participation during this process. The 
author also shows that media owns important role in all steps with several tasks – starting the 
role of public informer until the platform for public discussion.  

From this comes the need for analyze how Estonian media fulfills these needs. To show how 
the media is acting in this process the author has compiled the typology, which describes the 
orientation and activities of media in legislation process. This typology also stresses the 
different weights of statements and information from politicians, officials and public in the 
media content. 

So in the second part author analyses, which role media took in the case of punishment law – 
how the media wrote about this law, which sources were used and which policy creation steps 
were presented in the media. The study is made using three main papers materials from 1997-
2002 when this theme was in media. 

The author concludes that the mainly the statements and materials in the media originated 
from politics and officials. The secondly the statements come from journalists themselves. 
This shows that public discussion didn't start in the media and less than 10% of information 
related to punishments gives the information about general public’s or third sector’s opinions.  

Second conclusion bases on the policy creation steps. Author concludes analyzing the periods 
then punishment law topic were in media, that media were very active then law came into 
force but before, during the compiling the law, the media wasn't so actively involved. 

All this gives to the author confidence to say that media is government oriented and don't act 
as public forum. 
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1. MEDIA’S TASKS 
There are two sources for this paper: author’s BA graduation paper in which author gave the 
overview of ideal policy creation process; and political communication course in his post-
graduate program. 

The graduation work’s goal was give the "check-list" how to “make a good law”. Author 
defined the good law/regulation as legal regulation, which improves the persons economical 
and social possibilities, being in the same time applicable, accurate and follows the 
democratic principles (Soiver 2000, 3). To reach to this kind of regulation, where isn’t enough 
of government’s good will – to make laws accurate and applicable we need public 
participation practically in every step during the policy process. During the MA studies the 
author participated in the Tallinn Pedagogical University political communication course and 
became interested in media's part in policy process. 

The tasks of media on democratic societies are wide starting from information services to 
entertainment content. This work doesn’t cover all these areas, but stresses up the media's task 
during the legislation process. The aim is to create a typology of media's possible roles in this 
process. 

It's not just list of tasks or list of contents that must be in media. Mostly it must came from 
close co-working of journalists, officials and public, but is editors responsibility to monitor 
and take responsibility that media represents all information needed for democratic legislation 
process. Because on same stage the active part must be carried on by officials, politicians and 
representatives of NGO's, this is list or overview that should media contain in the policy 
process. 

For start author wished to emphasize why media is important if we are talking about public 
participation. 

1.1. Public discussion and media 
If author afterward shows, which is public's role in law creation process, there might arise the 
question, why author takes almost as synonyms the public participation and media's tasks. 

The reasons are as follows: 

Firstly – mass media’s task is hard to over-evaluate in today's situation. McQuil writes: "It 
seems that media can serve to repress as well as to liberate, to unite as well to fragment 
society, both to promote and to hold back change” (2000,63). 

Secondly – the connection is noticed between mass media use and involvement in political 
discussions. Kim's and Wyatt's analyze shows that “the amount of news-media use was 
closely associated with the frequency of political conversation in daily life both at the general 
and issue-specific levels (1999, 361). Although this study didn't give possibility to show 
causal relation, Kim and Wyatt are convinced based on historical, theoretical and empirical 
materials, that mass media use comes before political talk (1999, 361). Studies also shows the 
newspapers’ bigger importance in this topic tan electronic media’s – Kim and What use the 
Robinson's and Davis's study to make a statement that newspapers is good source to predict 
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that themes came up in policy agenda, but “watching television news had very small to 
negligible effects. (1990, citation Kim and Wyatt 1999, 363). 

Thirdly – we can't forget the importance of media's role as public sphere – as we know it from 
Habermas works – creator’s overall. Media makes public feels united and mobilized them to 
take action if needed. 

According the mentioned reasons the author focuses this work to the media's roles in the 
policy creation process. 

1.2. Public's role in legislation process 
Following gives the list of steps in legislation process. As we see this is also the list to show 
how the public should be involved in policy process. The author emphasizes also that this is 
list how public should not are involved. The reality can be not so ideal and in actual 
legislation process tends to be much less public involvement. 

• The situation where the law governs the human behavior stands dangerously close to the 
point where it starts influence the human rights. Therefore, we must foresee the systems 
that guarantee the preservation of human rights. 

This gives the task for public and media to oversee the system and monitor are there 
necessary systems needed to guarantee the protection the human rights. The public should 
also monitor are rights protected in every new law. 

• The balance in the whole system of acts must be secured. First and foremost, we must 
decide whether to regulate the problem with law or can we to find other solutions. The 
goal is to avoid the redundancy of rules.  

This means that in the beginning of legislation process public should give message to 
politicians and officials is current system adequate, needs more regulations or is there 
over-regulation and some areas needs deregulating. The media is here important actor who 
collects public opinion and forms "big picture" about problems and needs in society. 

• The inclusion of the public helps to find better solutions to the problems in any respect. 

Here we came already into the process of law making. If from politicians, public or from 
media have became message, that the new law is needed, we must find better solution to 
the problems appeared. Usually there are several possible ways to find solutions to the 
problem. Politicians’ discussions and communication with public can detect these 
possibilities. 

• On the occasion of every law, the revenues of the society drawn upon by the new law 
must be analyzed and compared with expenditures following the law. On the one hand it 
guarantees that the claims arising from the execution of the laws are not burdening upon 
the wide public and, on the other hand, the state is headed towards the economically 
effective regulation. 

On this stage of legislation process we are introduced with RIA – regulatory impact 
analyses – or BIA – business impact analyses – with all it's varieties and different types of 
analyses carried out during the legislation process. Methods used for this depends the 
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political traditions and formal procedures the states. But the same is need to discuss about 
RIA’s/BIA’s results publicly to find best way to solve the problem and make the new 
regulation’s principles as effective as possible. 

The public's role in this stage is obvious – who knows best the possible consequences and 
results of different possible future regulations than public and related NGOs. The media is 
one platform for them to disclose their opinion to others and media is also public forum to 
discuss about differences between views. 

• While elaborating the law, we must analyze whether the act of law is accomplishable, i.e. 
whether the public sector is able to put the law with existing resources into practice and 
also to guarantee the following of the law’s execution. And more – the law’s elaboration 
“track” must not come to an end with its passing. The announcing of the wide public of 
the existence of the law and guarantee acting according to it, are just as important as 
passing the law itself. 

Public discussion is needed mostly for introducing the new law, explaining the content of 
new regulation and to disclosing how the following is controlled. Magnusson (2000) 
refers to the study there results showed that people tend to act accordingly the law then 
they know about the control systems and much less impact comes from hardness of 
punishments. 

How to secure this knowledge (both about principles and controlling), can be made with 
several ways, i.e. public web pages, information centers etc but good practice is to explain 
in the media the principles of new regulation and information related. 

So the co-working of journalists and officials must give to the public awareness, what is 
new regulation and how the new system is secured. 

Great Britain’s Consumers' Association gives three main benefits of public discussion: (1) 
possibility to control is the new law adequate for problem needed to solve (there can be 
consequences which is known only to related NGOs) and wider critical thinking about 
possible solutions; (2) promotion of open government principles and (3) defining different 
opinions not only thus who are nearer to ministries and officials (Hansard Society 1992:17). 

1.3. From-public-to-state and from-state-to-public functions 
Author hopes the reader noticed the dual side of media's functions. There are tasks where 
politicians and officials must carry on active role and media should be platform for them to 
give information to public. Second part is tasks there active part should be representatives of 
public and journalists using the media as information provider to politicians and officials for 
their decisions. 

According to this the author has divided tasks into two groups: 
• From-public-to-state, i.e. information from public to politicians and officials; 
• From-state-to-public, i.e. information from officials and politicians to the public. 

There are also possibility that some information is from one politicians to other politicians 
thought media, but empirical data shows that we can consider this kind of content as 
information from public to state, because the character of this information. 
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From-state-to-public functions 
The content and idea of these functions have been described before: 

• Politicians should explain the problems they see in specific area and provide solutions for 
this problem with analyze of pros and cons of different solutions. 

• Information about new regulations came into force. 

• Information about the control systems. 

• Official overview about outcomes. 

From-public-to-state functions 
For this analyze distinction are made among two different functions: 

• Introduction of problems and possible solutions from public view defined by NGOs, 
academic organizations and journalists themselves. The content provided from these 
groups should contain pros and cons of these solutions and constructive criticism about 
other solutions provided both from other public sphere representatives and by politicians 
and officials.  

• Media should give their clear evaluation after the regulation have came into force, was the 
selected solution and regulation principle adequate for the problem. 
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1.4. Media’s roles  

According the possible level of different information author describes four possible role types, 
which media can take in legislation process. 

Author likes to stress that this hasn't table to make distinction between good and bad roles. It 
is four possible media types and there are several reasons why certain role is in some 
situation. It's not possible adequately to say in this short paper about these reasons. The 
author's task is to understand the possibilities, which can be made by journalists. 

 
From-public-to 
state 

High level Media is confronting 
government 

Media as 
information service 

 Low level Media is passive Media is 
government-oriented 

  Low level High level 
  From-state-to-public  

Media is confronting government. In this role type media contains mainly opinions and 
statements from public, and poorly is in papers information which origin from officials and 
politicians. The reasons for this type may became from media's skepticism towards official 
information. This kind of media defines itself as "truth-teller" and public agent who has 
obligation to say to the government what public wants and thinks and don't wants to take task 
there is important to offer official information to public. The good sides of this role type are 
that because state own always better resources for propaganda and PR work, the media is 
more closed to this kind of information as usually. The backside of this role type is that in 
some stages of legislation process is very important official information, but under this type 
this kind of information may be unused in media. 

Media is passive. Then we have media that don't contain almost at all the information about 
new laws and don't contain information from officials nor from public. If we have this kind of 
media, we can actually say, that media doesn't have any role in one of the most important part 
of society's life – in the law creation process. Media has distanced itself from these processes. 
The bad sides of this role type are obvious – the author has show before the importance of 
media in process. But we can see good sides also because sometimes the media is used as 
battlefield of NGO's and politicians.  If these trends are strong the origin of media’s content 
aren’t democratic thoughts about information and discussion, but actor’s goal is to make 
unfair lobby work. For legislation process this kind of media makes bad more than good and – 
if we have this kind of media, it makes harder to make lobby work and media isn't tool to 
make undemocratic lobby. 

Media is government-oriented. On this type media takes it's task as provider of official 
information to the public and acts as government's information service. The information 
origin from public has poorly represented. If we are talking about this type of media, we can 
also see good and bad possible consequences. For bad sides we must just remember the 
principles of legislation process – the public participation thought the media is crucial. The 
good sides are connected with unfair lobby theme mentioned in previous role type. 

Media is information service. In this type we can talk about fully working media, which 
covers information both from public and officials. If media takes care of all its tasks we can 
talk about ideal media, which helps to fulfill all the aspects needed to public participation in 
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legislation process. This role-type is hardest to fulfill – it needs active work from officials to 
provide governmental information, hard work from NGO's to work along with journalists and 
it needs responsibility also from journalists to be careful and responsible that discussion and 
information in media is fair, adequate and really helps to create better laws. 

In next chapter author's study shows which kind of media we had in case of punishment law 
of Estonia.  

2. INQUIRY 

2.1. Overview 
The subject of study is punishment law and it's coverage in three main newspapers –– 
Postimees, Eesti Päevaleht and Äripäev – during the August 1997 till November 2002. 

This period covers all stages of creation process of punishment law, i.e. from first complete 
drafts in 1997 until the enforcement in September 1st in 2002, and also the materials 
afterwards till the end of 2002. During this period there was almost 300 articles and news 
piece about the punishment law. Some of the articles carried several functions. 

Reason to make the study more readable several functions is connected into one. Coding the 
media content the definitions of functions were as follows:  

First function – overview of problems, possible solutions and analyze of possible solutions 
and their consequences, i.e. drafting the law. 

Second function – information about the process itself, i.e. how the law is prepared, who is 
involved and important dates. 

Third function – information about final law, new requirements and information about 
enforcement principles, i.e. enforcement of law. 

Forth function – information about changes in control system, and how the law is put into 
reality. 

Fifth function – results evaluation. Articles’ falling into this function describes the situation 
after the implementation (how the new law works, is new regulation acceptable and solves the 
problems). 

In practice is sometimes hard to make distinction between first and last function, because 
every law is always changing and in practice evaluation of results is input into new law – 
today’s fifth function may be the first function in some future analyze. But this analyze is 
made about one certain version of law. 

Although before we separated the information path into two – from-public-to-state and from-
state-to-public – during analyze the need raised for separate the public into two parts, but 
about the reason a little later. 

The "state" part contains politicians and officials. Mainly this group connects representatives 
of officials starting from parliament, ministries and ending with lower officers from agencies. 
This part contains articles written by politicians, official citations in articles made by 
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journalists and in same cases the citations of official statement in articles written by NGOs 
representatives, because we have interested not about the actors, but the origin of statements 
made public in newspapers. 

Main problems during the coding were connected the coalition and opposition opinions, i.e. 
does the opposition side in parliament represent the "state" group or the general public 
(NGOs). The answer came from content of articles. The origin of opposition's arguments were 
mainly political, not reasonable and therefore opposition is put into "state" level as provides 
of information not from general public and made not for discussion, but fulfill their political 
goals. 

As said before, public actors are divided into two groups: 

Citizens/NGOs – this group contains NGOs or citizens statements. 

Journalists – during analyze became clear that big part of statements were made by journalists 
themselves. Sometimes these statements concerned the journalist interests in some topic and 
therefore this two "public" part can’t put together. 

Author stresses one more time that analyze is made to find origin of content not to make 
analyze, who wrote the articles. So for example the hypothetical article there journalist makes 
interview with minister and NGOs leader and finally gives his/her opinion about this topic 
falls into all three categories.. 

2.2. Results 
Counting the functions in articles, author found the situation as follows:. 

 Politicians-
Officials 

Journalists Third sector 

First function 54 25 15 
Second function 27  
Third function 113  
Forth function 16  
Fifth function 35 23 19 
Sum 245 48 34 
 
These results shows that at least in the case of punishment law one forth of information and 
opinions comes from general public. And that’s not all – the representatives of public groups 
are mostly journalists. 

Important is to stress that the study's goals wasn't to study the style or tone of articles, but 
author can say that clear direction don't exist. The law was both criticized and welcomed both 
from officials and public. 

These results and closer look to the articles directs us to several interesting conclusions. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The main conclusion is that public doesn’t play big part during the legislation process in 
Estonia.  
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Taking into account the results that from-state-to-public information is 3-4 times more in 
papers than information and statement from public, author concludes that Estonian media is 
government oriented. 

The reasons for this situations is hard to explain and this isn't this works goal – these can be 
(not in the order of probable importance) considering government information more reliable, 
governments' possibilities to make harder lobby or self-defining their role among journalist as 
public informer. 

Lets take closer look to the results: 

Politicians-officials Journalists Third sector 
75% 15% 10% 

 

As we see, 75% messages in the papers origin from public sector workers. This percent 
contains all the possible steps of legislation process – defining the problems, agenda setting, 
finding the solutions and analyzing them, implementation and evaluation. Big part of this 
percent is information in criminal news, what crime deserves what punishment. This maybe 
doesn’t follow the classical opinion about step of legislation process, but this kind of news are 
clearly not the messages of discussion or two-sided communication, but just like orders – law 
is made, you must follow. 

The same direction appears if we look the functions. If we can say that some functions are in 
this type that government must provide information and is hard to include public opinion into 
it (i.e. the criminal news), but from ideal situation we are far in every function. If we look the 
crucial step in legislation – defining the problems and finding solutions and evaluating the 
results – same results appear. The first period of law creation – overview of problems with old 
law, solutions needed and basic principles introduced and discussed in 1997-1999 – was 
presented in the papers by politicians and officials, and public side is twice weaker. It these 
results appears although it is law which is connected to every side of society and should 
interest everyone! 

If we take closer look to the representative the third side – public – in the papers, we see, that 
there are two main groups: BSA fighting for the hard punishments for violators intellectual 
rights and readers writing letters in style: "big sentence in jail for every crime". The 
discussion about which aim should punishment carry – i.e. how to re-socialize criminals – 
never started in public (although ministry of Justice and State Audit Office tried to start it).  

If we watch the topics in papers, the picture became is more sad. 

From papers we can find three mayor themes: one is overall punishment level and public 
opinion about making punishments longer and rigid; second is pressure to be so called zero 
tolerant about drug abuse and drag economy; third topics is about intellectual rights (BSA 
carried). 

Working with ministry papers became clear that these weren't themes for officials and these 
topics weren’t' touched during discussions in government buildings. 

The reasons for this situation is hard to explain and it's clear that there are several reasons. 
There can be reasons starting from journalist's working style or there can be problems in 
NGOs side (passive, lack of financial and manpower resources), 
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But for final conclusion we can say that Estonia needs improvements in public participation 
area is media. For creating dual side communication in media the NGO's and general public 
content level in media should improve. Should it made thought official regulations, thought 
media's self regulation or using some other way, isn't this works goal to say – author's task 
was show the situation, which appeared to be “not good”. 
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